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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement describes what happens when a switch enters
dual active recovery mode?
A. All interfaces are shut down in the formerly active virtual
switch member, but the new active virtual switch forwards
traffic on all links.
B. The switch shuts down and waits for the VSL link to be
restored before sending traffic.
C. The VSS detects which system was last in active state and
shuts down the other switch.
D. The switch continues to forward traffic out all links and
enables spanning tree on VSL link and all other links to
prevent loops.

Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
In the dual active recovery mode, all interfaces except the VSL
interfaces are in an operationally shut down state in the
formerly active virtual switch member. The new active virtual
switch continues to forward traffic on all links.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps93
36/prod_qas0900aecd806ed74 b.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which SQL statement returns a numeric value?
A. SELECT TO_NUMBER(hire_date + 7) FROM EMP;
B. SELECT sysdate-hire_date FROM EMP;
C. SELECT ADD_MONTHS(MAX(hire_Date), 6) FROM EMP;
D. SELECT ROUND(hire_date) FROM EMP;
Answer: B
Explanation:
DATE value subtract DATE value will return numeric value.
Incorrect
answer: A
does not return numeric value B does not return numeric value D
does not return numeric value
Refer: Introduction to Oracle9i: SQL, Oracle University Study
Guide, 9-13

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option B
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Scenario:
- You must be able to recover data from the Inventory database
if a storage failure occurs. You have a Recovery Point
Objective (RPO) of one hour.
- A: Datum Corporation has offices in Miami and Montreal.
- SQL Server Log shipping allows you to automatically send
transaction log backups from a primary database on a primary
server instance to one or more secondary databases on separate

secondary server instances. The transaction log backups are
applied to each of the secondary databases individually.
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